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“The feeling of having shared in a common peril is one element in the powerful cement 
which binds us. But that in itself would never have held us together as we are now joined. 

The tremendous fact for every one of us is that we have discovered a common solution. 
We have a way out on which we can absolutely agree, and upon which we can join in 

brotherly and harmonious action.”

Office Manager

Gary H. — Austin 
Northland Group

HCIA BOard

Tammy B. — Austin 
North Austin 24 Group

Larry D. — Hutto 
North Austin 24 Group

Brian C. — Austin 
Lakeway Keystone

Rosi S. — Austin 
Single Purpose Group

Dan H. — Austin 
12 @ 12

Mark K. — Austin 
Lake Travis Serenity Group

Kit L. — Austin 
R.R. Big Book Stuudy Group

Jason I. — Liberty Hills 
Way of Life

Norma A. — Buda 
Single Purpose Group

I had the privilege to listen to the small voice pushing me ever 
so gently to apply to take meetings behind the walls. I had a 

defiant streak, so to gain courage; I went to a fellow AA member’s 
house. I had a smart phone and thinking I couldn’t use it to apply 
to Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) for the volunteer 
service, well, I hit send. “I was waiting patiently and still hadn’t 
heard from TDCJ and the weekend was fast coming up for the 
SWTA 68 Correctional Facilities Chairperson (CFC) Conference  
where I could take the training offered by TDCJ.”

The SWTA 68 hosts this Conference each February. The next 
SWTA 68 CFC Conference is February 15-17, 2019 in Killeen.

The story goes like this; I arrived home on Friday the day before 
the Conference and I was still planning on going.

Service to SWTA 68 CFC Conference 
came from the desire to go to any lengths.

(continue on page 4)
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What is your name and your service position?

Cari L., Board Member 

How long have you been in AA?

2 years+

What is your home group? 

My home group is Unity Group 

Who is your sponsor and why did you pick her? 

Marti Ruby. Honestly, it was suggested. Until now I never 
thought about it. If there was any particular reason to why 
 I asked her to be my sponsor it’s because she seemed happy, 
joyous and free every time I saw her. It’s something I strive 
to become.

What other types of service-past or present-have you been 
involved in? 

I don’t keep track of the service I’ve done in the past or 
present. I do my best to be of service in the moment. It’s 
not perfect though I do believe if I work to be of service 
throughout my day for just a moment I may not be 
obsessed about myself; which is truly a miracle.

Was there a turning point in your sobriety that you think 
was significant? 

Yes, having the realization that alcohol wasn’t the source 
of my problems. My problems were me, myself and I. “God 
grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change. 
The courage to change the thing I can and the wisdom to 
know it’s me.

YOUR Board Member

Cari L.

Office VOlunteers

June 2018: 
Coleen B., Dan H., Fletcher M., 
Glenn S., Jack W., Jay B., John B., 
Marty S., Michael G., Murdo M., 
Nancy W., Pat F., Rick A.

HOtline VOlunteers

June 2018: 
Anita J., Dudley, Fred J., 
Jesse B., John F., Kati H., 
Reggy T., Tom K.

Weekend - 
GrOup VOlunteers

June 2018:  
7th Street Sisters, Elgin Group, 
Graceland Group, Keep First 
Things First, South Austin Big 
Book Group

To volunteer in the office, 
or answer the Hotline 
on a weeknight or if 

your group would like to 
take the hotline for the 

weekend.

TO VOLUNTEER CALL 
512-444-0071

(continue on page 6)
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THANK YOU - AA Groups and All 
For Your CONTRIBUTIONS IN JUNE

Group Name & District $ Amount
A Vision For Us - 3C $ 161.71
Allandale Group - 3B $ 146.53
Anonymous $ 25.00
Back To Basics - 13 $ 100.00
Bluebonnet - 3B $ 240.21
Bridge to Shore Group - 3C $ 539.85
Brown Bag Group - 13 $ 150.00
Brushy Creek Serenity - 22 $ 40.00
Burnet Noon AA - 13 $ 300.00
District 13 $ 456.00
Driftwood Group - 2 $ 45.00
Georgetown Group - 22 $ 515.14
Good News Group - 22 $ 100.00
HCIA Board $ 30.00
Keep First Things First - 3C $ 212.80
Lambda South - 3C $ 85.59
Lighthouse Group - 3C $ 100.00

Group/Name & District $ Amount
Allandale Group - 3B $50.00
Anonymous. $10.00
Anonymous. $10.00
Anonymous. $100.00
Anonymous. $10.00
Anonymous. $10.00
Bridge to Shore Group - 3C $150.00
Desire To Stop - 3C $25.00

THANK YOU
for your
DAC Contributions

Group/Name & District $ Amount
Livin' the Dream - 3B $ 223.00
Llano Group - 13 $ 100.00
North Austin 24 Hour Group - 3B $ 150.00
North Shore Serenity - 22 $ 540.00
Progress Not Perfection - 13 $ 10.00
Reading Rainbow - 3B $ 46.55
Reps Meeting $ 57.00
Round Rock Big Book - 22 $ 75.00
Sisters In Sobriety (S.I.S.) - 13 $ 70.12
South Austin Big Book Group - 3C $ 158.25
Stoney Point Group - 22 $ 26.00
Turn Around Taylor - 22 $ 60.00
Voices Carry - 3B $ 90.00
Westlake AA - 3C $ 400.00
Wimberley Group - 2 $ 143.93
Total Contributions $ 5,397.68

Group/Name & District $ Amount
Georgetown Group - 22 $515.14
Keep First Things First - 3C $91.20
Lighthouse Group - 3C $20.00
Reading Rainbow - 3B $19.95
Turn Around Taylor - 22 $60.00
Westlake AA - 3C $50.00
Wimberley Group - 2 $95.95
Total Contributions $1,217.24
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(continue on page 6)

(cont.) Service to SWTA 68 CFC Conference came from the desire to go to any lengths.

Freedom From Bondage

Southwest Texas Area 68

God gave me the gift of sobriety in 1984. 
Several years later, I thought I was a near-

finished product. I knew I wasn’t perfect, but I 
was satisfied with the progress I thought I had 
made and was ready to be a little less active in 
recovery work. I wanted a more balanced life, 
whatever that means. I didn’t realize I was on 
dangerous ground.

In my eighth year of sobriety, things got 
rockier. My father was dying and our family 
business was going through a rough patch. 
Suddenly willingness to do more came to me. 
I finally listened to long timers who had been 
encouraging me to get involved in carrying 
the message to jails and prisons. I went to a 
CFC workshop, filled out an application, and 
was soon notified that I was cleared to go to 
meetings “behind the walls.” I wondered what I 
would share, since I hadn’t been in prison. 

I received a letter in 
the mail with the return 
address TDCJ and thinking, 
okay God, fine if you don’t 
want me to go, I’ll just find 
another way to do service 
work. Walking only about 
100 feet, before opening 
the letter and Wow - I was accepted. I can’t begin 
to tell you how this type of service work has 
enriched my life.

I got the bug by going to our county jail in 
Bastrop. See I believe had a friend then not 
asked me to go with her and try it; my life 
wouldn’t be as fulfilled as it is today. I just love 
it! It’s not for everybody but what I have learned 
is that if we just try it once we will be shown. 
Sponsorship can guide us and so can others 
that do service work. I have learned to be open-
minded to the possibility. I have the desire and 
the willingness.

I then also had the privilege 
to help our past Area 68 CFC 
Chair Janice W.  At the end 
of each conference, there 
is a business meeting and 
any SWTA 68 District can 
put in a bid to host the next 
conference. That year she had 

worked with the Spanish District 21, when they 
had hosted the conference. I had this honor to walk 
with her during this; it was an experience I’m glad 
that I did not miss. I have learned so much and owe 
my life to Alcoholics Anonymous.

Contact your DCM or your district CFC chairperson 
to get involed with correctional facilities that are 
willing to recieve AA meetings in their unit.

I am your new HCIA Newsletter Editor and have 
included articles from our current SWTA 68 CFC 
Chairperson and others that enjoy taking meetings 
behind the walls. 

Kim R. L. Elgin, Group

My friend Arley told me that anyone’s sobriety 
was a gift that could be shared and had to be 
shared, with others. There was no need for me to 
try and match hard luck and hard living stories 
with anyone. Sobriety and recovery was what I 
needed to share.

I started going inside the walls and found that 
there were no real differences between me and the 
men and women incarcerated. I was lucky to have 
had fewer consequences than they, but I wasn’t 
better than anyone. I also found that our steps 
and traditions work inside of prison just as they 
do elsewhere. Here are people who are powerless 
over all of their circumstances, but they are not 
powerless over their attitudes and behavior. They 
have taught me so much.

From the Beginning – Service Behind the WALLS
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I am an alcoholic… How strange and emancipating 
it is to hear myself say those words. I have accepted 
the fact that I have an affliction that I will need to 
deal with on a daily basis for the rest of my life. 
Knowing this about myself gives me a base from 
which I can begin to understand why life had 
become so unhappy and unmanageable.

On looking back at my life honestly, I now realize 
that I have participated in a near assassination of 
my very soul. When I was young I was taught the 
basic principles of a good life and I wanted all the 
things that were supposed to come along with 
living when you played by rules, even then I had 
it in my mind that I would excel and triumph in 
all I did. But this thing called life throws us curves 
and I did not handle them well, bad choices led to 
worse, all in the name of success. The result being 
that I became the victim of my own fear, shame 
and pride. It came about little by little without me 
really ever noticing. I don’t know to this day which 
came first, the fear and shame I have felt most of 
my life or the alcoholism / addiction and I don’t 
really care. I do know they all played well together 
with my permission for 40 plus years. Small failures 
and resentments became things I tried to cover up 
and rationalize and in doing so they developed into 
patterns and from patterns to behaviors. Allowing 
these behaviors, even when knowing in some small 
way at the back of my mind that something was 
wrong and doing little about it. I had become a 
self centered, prideful and hurtful person with all 
the problems that come along and hiding them 
from everyone (so I thought) and even from myself. 
Alcohol was my solution. My soul was definitely in 
immediate peril.

I entered this program afraid of what I would find, 
this was unknown ground but I made a very firm 
commitment to myself that I would do whatever 
was asked of me as honestly I as I could. I doubted 
at the time that I was even capable of that. AA 
has taught me different. It always seemed to me 
the right question or comment was there at the 
time when I was best able to process it. It cannot 
be any coincidence at all that even from the very 
beginning things have happened as though I 

was being taken by hand and given what was 
needed at that moment. I began to notice this 
new pattern the day I accepted in mind that 
I was an alcoholic. All of these things have 
allowed me to accept that I have a disease 
and that recovery is possible. My experience 
in AA feels like a huge pile of tools has been 
heaped in a bundle at my feet along with a 
set of instructions for a new way of living my 
life SOBER. These tools will not only keep me 
sober but also resurrect me from a life that was 
unmanageable. I have no power over alcohol 
but now have a firm belief that if I let go to 
my higher power and surrender I will be led in 
such a manner that I need not be concerned. I 
am convinced that this power has been there 
all along from my earliest recollections but I 
am only now beginning to understand and 
surrender. This is the power that will repair my 
soul. It is still for me to take up this pile of tools 
and examine them, learn how to use them 
and sort them in my toolbox for easy access 
for the long work ahead. Falling down into a 
bottomless pit didn’t take much effort, I only 
had to trip a time or two but climbing out will 
take every effort and tool at my disposal. I have 
a hope that someday when I am far down the 
road of recovery and my tools show the wear 
of much use that I will be able to recommend 
the right tools for a start to someone else in 
need. Perhaps I’ll even be able to hand over 
some of mine that are not yet worn out. 
So who am I? My name is Randy and I am 
a grateful recovering alcoholic.

Randy S. Paige, TX 

WHO am I?
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CONTINUE - Cari L. 
YOUR Board Member

Do you think there have been changes in 
AA since you’ve been sober?

For sure! Especially the people who come 
in and out of the rooms. I believe it’s drastic 
when newcomers come into the rooms. I enjoy 
hearing when it’s suggested to the newcomer 
not to keep coming back but instead to stay.

What do you hope would be the best thing 
to come out of your service to the fellowship 
as an Intergroup Board member? 

To be able to pass on what’s been given to 
me out of being a board member. I do this 
today by sharing the current news of what’s 
going on in the AA community to every group 
I approach. 

I love going to the meetings I attend in TDCJ 
and local units. I truly believe there is no 
difference between an AA meeting inside and 
outside. The steps work in both places.

A few months ago I was surprised and 
honored to be named CFC chair for Area 68. 
I hope I can use this service position to share 
with others how much the CFC work has 
helped me in my recovery. I hope others have 
been helped, too.  With love in the fellowship,

Bill T. SWTA CFC Chair - San Antonio, TX

Sobriety Depends on Every Element

(cont.) 
From the Beginning – Service Behind the WALLS

In prison for the second time, I sought 
Alcoholics Anonymous and I found it. Local 

volunteers came inside once a week where I met 
fellow inmates who had formed their own group, 
a dozen men from a population of a thousand. 
I joined them, found a sponsor, worked ALL 
the steps as instructed, and found peace and a 
purpose. On the day I was released in 1989 I was 
in an AA meeting before sundown, I have not had 
to drink, use, or been arrested since. A year or so 
later I was bringing AA meetings into the county 
jail where I am a volunteer today.

My long term sobriety depends on every 
element of 12 step recovery. The regular 
meetings with prisoners serve as a reminder of 
who I am, what I was, and who I want to be. I’m 
able to bring the understanding I’ve found in 
Alcoholics Anonymous and the prison experience 
together behind bars. I can be an example of 
hope and the solution at work. I’ll be in a men’s 
prison tonight, a youthfacility this weekend, then 
a women’s unit next week. In between I’ll be with 
my free world fellowship. I expect to stay sober.

Paul M. - Elgin, TX

Freedom From Bondage

“ON 
WHAT 
SLENDER 
THREADS 
OUR 
DESTINY 
SOMETIMES 
HANGS…”
Bill W. 1954 Texas State Conv.
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What? After weeks of research and rehearsal for his big talk about 
Step Seven they chose a different speaker?

Last November, I volunteered to speak at a topic meeting. This would 
be my first speaker meeting at this group, and it would be on the Friday 
after Thanksgiving. I decided to speak on the topic of humility since the 
words “humble” and “humility” show up so often in the Big Book.

I devoted weeks to research and I learned some interesting things. 
The word “humility” comes from Latin, meaning “of the earth, not the 
heavens.” Additionally, it has been argued that the Twelve Steps have 
their basis in humility. Further, many religions hold that humility is 
essential for beginning a spiritual path. Some sources even argue that 
humility is the one condition to receiving divine grace.

John P. – Minneapolis, MN
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SPEAKING OF HUMILITY

THE GRAPEVINE - FROM THE ARCHIVES

After many years in AA, she discovered the Third 
Legacy and her sobriety blasted off

New Dimensions
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I remember when I picked up my desire chip 
feeling very frightened, different and alone. But 

the people in that AA group said, “Keep coming 
back!” They put a cup of coffee in my one hand 
and a piece of birthday cake in the other. Then 
they put several phone numbers in my pockets! I 
left as quickly as I could. I was so uncomfortable 
in my own skin, but the love and acceptance of 
those people who helped me through my first 
year of sobriety kept me coming back.

I was glad that AA didn’t give me money, or a job 
or a place to live. They taught me how to live, how 
to earn respect and trust that enabled me to get a 
job and become self-supporting. I learned how to 
be successful on a spiritual level, rather than on a 
material level. That gave me everything I needed 
to make progress in all the other areas of my life.

That first AA group gave me a taste of what it 
was like to give back instead of to take. They took 
me to detoxes, prisons and hospitals to carry AA’s 
message. “What will I say? I’ve only been sober for 
a little while!” I told them. “Just suit up and show 
up,” they answered. “God will do the rest.”

They were right. And three decades later, I’m still 
passing the message on to others. Our Big Book 
says, “Though they knew they must help other 
alcoholics if they would remain sober, that motive 
became secondary. It was transcended by the 
happiness they found in giving themselves for 
others.”

I was familiar with serving at my home group 
as treasurer, sponsoring and chairing meetings. 
I even helped with some AA events. But when I 
discovered the Third Legacy through participation 
at district meetings, area assemblies and regional 
events, I found myself rocketed into a new 
dimension, a new part of AA I never knew existed.

As new GSR, I went to my first area assembly. I 
was amazed at the beautiful spirit of unity there 
among like-minded people all looking to inform 
others about AA. At the area assembly, 

(continue on page 8)
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someone gave a talk on the Twelve Concepts. 
I had never heard of these. I furiously scribbled 
down everything I heard, trying to remember 
it all. Then the person beside me gently tapped 
my shoulder and said, “You don’t have to write it 
down. It’s all in here,” pointing to The A.A. Service 
Manual. I had never seen one before. I couldn’t 
believe there was something about AA that I 
didn’t know. The group I had been going to didn’t 
have a GSR so we were not connected with the 
service structure, and we didn’t get reports from 
the delegate about things AA had voted on. We 
didn’t hear about district or area gatherings.

I learned that each group, through their 
representative, gets a voice and a vote. That’s the 
way we have input into AA matters. If we ever 
decide to have a new version of the Big Book, we 
get to vote. We hear all views. Everyone gets an 
opportunity to ask questions, give opinions and 
get informed about any new proposals coming 
up at the General Service Conference that 
happens every April.

At last year’s Conference, I found out that there 
was a new Navajo Big Book in progress, as well as 
new literature in American Sign Language.

My personal recovery began to change and 
improve through going to district and area 
meetings. I was able to tell others of more service 
jobs available, such as treatment-facility service, 
correctional service opportunities, writing to AA 
members in prisons, helping with professional 
luncheons and public information. There was no 
end to service opportunities.

I learned how to make more AA members 
welcome in my home group by understanding 
the Traditions. I began to share this information 
with my sponsees to help them get involved in 
service too.

Going to regional events, I met the people in 
New York who work at our General Service Office 
(GSO). I asked them specific questions on how 
to get more service material for blind members 
who are GSRs and how to get a service manual 
in braille. Many of the non-alcoholic trustees 
spoke of how they use the AA Steps in their own 
lives and how interaction with the Fellowship 
has enriched their lives, both personally and 
professionally. I am now volunteering to help on 
the next regional service assembly here in Corpus 
Christi.

I got to volunteer at the International Convention 
and met alcoholics from Spain, France, Mexico, 
Germany, Japan and Sweden. I never knew AA 
was in so many countries. At one meeting, we 
got to hear from members who had more than 
five decades of sobriety. I’ll never forget what it 
was like to stand and hold hands with thousands 
of sober alcoholics. I can’t wait for the next 
convention.

My AA birthday is approaching. Soon I will 
celebrate 31 years of sobriety. I used to think my 
many years of sobriety was the most wonderful 
thing in my life. But finding general service has 
rocketed me. It’s been a journey unlike any other.

Norma A. - Austin, TX

THE GRAPEVINE DAILY QUOTE

Once the miracle of sobriety has been received ... Providence expects all of 
us to work and to grow – to do our part in maintaining our blessings in full 

force. A perpetual miracle – with no effort or responsibility on our part – simply 
isn’t in the cards. We all understand that the price of both personal and group 
survival is willingness and sacrifice, vigilance and work.”
Copyright © AA Grapevine, Inc. “AA Co-Founder, Bill W., April 1958,” Guardian of AA: Our General Service Conference”, 
The Language of the Heart. Reprinted with permission
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(cont.) After many years in AA, she discovered 
the Third Legacy and her sobriety blasted off


